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1. Name and Address 

Mr Tim Pollock,  54 Alto Avenue  Croydon 3136. 

2. Qualifications and Experience 
• BE (Hons) Monash 1968 
• M. Eng. Sci. Monash 1972 
• Member, Clean Air Society Australia and New Zealand 
• Professional Experience 

o March 2018 to present   Principal, Pollock 
Environmental Consulting 

o 2002 – February 2018     Principal Environmental 
Engineer, GHD 

o 1988 – 2002   Principal Environmental Engineer, CSF, 
CMPS&F, Egis 

o 1985 – 1988   Research Fellow, Monash University 
o 1975 – 1985   Senior Environmental Engineer, Caldwell 

Connell Engineers 
3. Areas of Expertise 

I have specialised in dispersion modelling in marine and air 
environments, the latter for the last 25 years. In the past 20 years I 
have conducted many buffer distance assessments on industrial 
developments with potential off-site impact and have written 
technical papers on the subject. 

4. Expertise to Prepare Report 

I have reported on odour impact and buffer constraint assessments 
in many cases for Planning Panel and VCAT proceedings and have 
conducted such assessments for a range of industries  with off-site 
odour and/or dust impacts. 

5.  Instructions which defined the scope of Report 

I received instructions from Schutz Consulting, Town Planners acting 
for various landowners affected by  Amendment C210, to conduct a 



buffer constraint assessment and to prepare a witness statement 
relating to that assessment. 

6.  Facts, Matters and Assumptions Relied Upon 
• Site inspection 
• Review of plans and reports 
• My experience relevant to buffer assessments 

 

7. Documents to be taken into account 

PEC report # 0824 dated 2 April 2018. 

8. Identity of Persons Undertaking Work 

Tim Pollock, Mike Power, Air Environment (preparation of Figures) 

9. Summary of Opinions 

The substantive portion of my statement is given in  the PEC # 0824 
report attached. 

10. My opinions are not provisional except where specifically 
qualified. 

11. The analysis presented in this report is within my area of 
expertise. 

12. I declare that I have made all enquiries that I believe are 
desirable and appropriate, and that no matters of significance 
have been withheld from the Panel. 

 

 
T. Pollock 

3 April 2018 
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1. Introduction  

This assessment considers the implications of the proposed rezoning of allotments on 

the north and south sides of the east end of Creswell Street from Industrial 3 to 

Neighbourhood Residential NRZ1 as detailed in Amendment C210 to the Mornington 

Peninsula Planning Scheme. In particular, the additional constraints on the future 

development in the Port Related Uses Land  zone SUZ1 that lies to the north and east 

of the proposed rezoning are estimated.  

The probability of future development of port activities in the Crib Point component of 

SUZ1 and its’ likely timescale is also considered. 

Note that in this report the terms ‘buffer distance’ and ‘separation distance‘ are used 

interchangeably. 
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2. Proposed rezoning 

The details of the proposed rezoning are given in an Explanatory Report1. This report 

notes that there has been limited industrial development in the subject land in the last 

30 years and in part ascribes this to the site’s limitations, namely (i) no direct access 

to main roads except via  the residential area at the west end of Creswell Street, and 

(ii) lack of exposure (given that there has been no concurrent development in the SUZ1 

land to the north during that period). 

Though not stated in the report, the proposed rezoning of the subject land from IN3 to 

Neighbourhood Residential (NRZ1) can be considered as a recognition that the 

expected development of SUZ1 land has not materialized and that the basis for the 

original zoning of this land as IN3 no longer exists.   

  

                                                
1 Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme Amendment C210, Explanatory Report 
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3. History of Port Activities Land 

I understand that the reservation of land behind Crib Point and Long Island Point jetties 

was made in the expectation that further industrial development based on these port 

facilities (viz. the BP refinery at Crib Point , the Esso processing of crude oil and gas 

from its platforms in Bass Strait at its jetty on Long Island Point, and the BlueScope 

(formerly Lysaghts) steel fabricator with a jetty just north of Long Island Point) would 

occur with encouragement of the State Government. These jetties access deep water 

in the northern arm of Westernport Bay and this was a significant attraction in the 

development of industry in Victoria. 

The BP refinery was operating by 1966 and ceased operations in 1985. 

Currently United Petroleum use the terminal at Crib Point to import petroleum which is 

then piped to a storage facility at Long Island Point. 

AGL has ( August 2017) announced plans to operate a floating gas terminal at Crib 

Point jetty to import gas from interstate and international markets. The option of a 

floating terminal gives flexibility to respond to future market changes and removes the 

need for fixed assets to be constructed on the SUZ1 land. 
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4. Potential Constraints on Port Related Activities Land 
posed by Amendment C 210 

The most likely development in SUZ1 land is for storage facilities related to the import 

and processing of bulk liquid products. The now decommissioned BP refinery which 

processed oil from the Bass Strait oil and gas fields and the attempt by Boral to 

establish a bitumen storage facility at Crib Point in 2007 are examples.  As discussed 

in the next section there is doubt as to whether such development in the Crib Point 

SUZ1 land will eventuate.  

However the impact of the proposed rezoning in increasing the buffer constraints on 

future industrial development in the SUZ1 land has been examined to indicate the 

extent of this factor were the development of port related facilities to proceed in the 

future at Crib Point. 

4.1 Buffers Required for ‘Port Related Uses’ 

For proposed industrial land uses the provisions of Clause 52.10 apply and the Table 

included give the ‘threshold distances’ that should be met. These distances were 

originally set to match the (then current) EPA buffer distances and have not been 

revised since. In contrast the EPA buffer distances (now termed ‘separation 

distances’) have been revised several times, most recently in the 2013 Guideline 

(see Appendix A). 

Port related uses is not captured as an industry category in the guideline and only 

one entry ‘Storage of petroleum and hydrocarbon products’ with a recommended 

separation distance of up to 250 m is a clear candidate. Other conceivable activities 

include the following: 

• Manufacture with fibreglass resin      250 m 

• Seafood Processing   500 m 

• Asphalt Plant    500 m  

Any activities  requiring a buffer of 1000 m or more – for example a petroleum 

refinery at 2000 m, are excluded by virtue of the existing strip residential zone along 

Stony Point Road to the west of the SUZ1 land and the existing residential zoned 
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land to the south. There are only significant external buffers from SUZ1 land to the 

east – over Westernport Bay. 

  

4.2 Constraint on Development close to Crib Point jetty 

 The future development of SUZ1 for storage facilities related to the import of bulk 

liquid products would preferentially be placed proximate to the Crib Point jetty.  

Figure 1 shows the available radial buffers of 250 m and 500 m from an indicative 

site in the eastern margin of the SUZ1 land – both are readily accommodated within 

the zone. 

From Figure 1 the maximum available buffer from this site to the west to sensitive 

land uses (residences) with the existing zoning is  ~ 920 m and the effect of the 

proposed rezoning in       C 210 is to reduce this to ~ 840 m.  That is, the effect is to 

marginally reduce the available buffer by ~ 9%. In any event, the effect of local 

meteorology in forming directional buffers (see section 4.4) will mask the effect of the 

C 210 rezoning. 
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Figure 1 Increment in Buffer Constraint – Source to East 
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4.3 Constraint on hypothetical developments in other directions 
from the subject rezoning 

4.3.1 Development at ‘core’ of SUZ1 
As seen in Figure 2, future developments in the core of the SUZ1 land are already 

constrained by; (i) the strip GRZ land along the east side of Stony Point Road to ~ 700 

m and (ii) by the ‘nib’ of GRZ land on the west end of Creswell Street. The latter limits 

the available buffer to the south to ~ 855 m. The effect of the proposed rezoning is to 

marginally reduce the available buffer to the south to ~ 815 m – a 5% reduction. 

 

4.3.2 Development south east of ‘core’ 
Figure 3 shows the available buffer from the centre of SUZ1 when the activity is moved 

to the SE from the ‘core’ – to maximise the available buffer east/west between the 

LDRZ land near Jacks Beach and the strip GRZ on Stony Point Road. The effect of 

the rezoning then has its’ maximum effect, with ~ 870 m to the south reducing to ~ 690 

m. This reduction of 180 m, or ~ 20% could pose additional constraint on development 

in this part of the SUZ1. 
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Figure 2  Increment in Buffer Constraint – Source at ‘Core’ of SUZ1 
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Figure 3  Increment in Buffer Constraint – Source to NNE of IN3 Land 
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4.4 Effect of Local Meteorology on Default Buffers 

The above considerations make no allowance for any variation in potential exposure 

of sensitive land uses (in the event of a process upset/malfunction at an industrial 

premises in SUZ1) due to the direction of the sensitive land use from the premises. 

Radial buffer distances are appropriate where no site-representative meteorological 

data to characterize the directions of good and poor dispersion are available. The EPA 

Separation Distance Guideline 15182 (see Appendix A) in Table 4 of Section 9 allows  

for topography/meteorology to be considered when determining site-specific variation 

to the default radial buffer. 

As it happens a 12 month meteorological dataset at hourly intervals is available for an 

anemometer site on Long Island Point – this data would also be representative of 

conditions at Crib Point.  

The directional effect on radial buffers from the Long Island Point data can be seen in 

Figure 2 of a paper that Paul Clarey and myself presented at Enviro 043 (see Appendix 

B). In this figure the direction of local drainage airflow (LDF) is to the south east and is 

due to cool air drainage off the spine of the ridge along the Mornington Peninsula. The 

regional drainage flow (RDF) to the SSW is due to cool air drainage from the Great 

Dividing Range north of Pakenham. The direction of good dispersion (GD) is opposed 

to the LDF. 

The irregular outline in Figure 2   shows the degree of departure from the fixed radial 

buffer R that is required to give the same degree of protection from disamenity at 

different directions from the premises. So, in this case, the local meteorology imposes 

significant variations to the default buffer.  

For example, in section 4.2 the 10% increase in buffer constraint posed by the rezoning 

is more than compensated by the effect of the direction of good dispersion – yielding 

up to 50% reduction in the default buffer. 

In section 4.3.1 the directional effect shows a slight reduction of 10 to 20% to the default 

buffer. 

However, in section 4.3.2 the effect of the RDF is to increase the default buffer by up 

to 30%. 

                                                
2 EPAV ”Recommended separation distances for industrial residual air emissions” Pubn. 1518, March 
2013. 
3 Clarey P, Pollock T “Integrating Separation Distances with Dispersion Modelling” Enviro 04 28 
March – 1 April 2004, Darling Harbor, Sydney. 
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4.5 Summary 

In summary the effect of local meteorology to alter the protection offered by a fixed 

radius default buffer dwarfs the effect of the proposed rezoning.  

The effect of the proposed rezoning in increasing buffer constraints within SUZ1 is 

small and in any event would only be significant were the Crib Point SUZ1 land to be 

chosen for the site of Melbourne’s second container port. The Crib Point SUZ1 land is 

also constrained in that there is no opportunity for buffers external to the zone in either 

the westerly or southerly directions due to existing residential development. 

 Both the small size (500 ha) coupled to the lack of external buffers makes it seem 

unlikely that this SUZ1 land will be selected for a container port. This is further 

discussed in section 5. 
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5. Future Development of Port Related Uses Land at Crib 
Point 

Container Port 
The submission to the Panel on behalf of the Crib Point Terminal Pty Ltd acknowledges 

that the development in the SUZ1 land inland of Crib Point has not matched the 

expectations when that land was so zoned, but nevertheless points out that the 

protection of that zone into the future should be ensured by preventing sensitive land 

uses from encroaching or constraining the existing buffers to sensitive land uses. 

In assessing the weight of this point it is useful to consider the State’s intentions in 

relation to port development. A recent (May 2017) publication 4  by Infrastructure 

Victoria details the results of an intensive investigation into the options available for a 

second container port. In summary the report’s advice is: 

• Continue to improve the capacity of Port of Melbourne to an optimum of 8 
million TEU5 by 2055. 

• Commence detailed planning for a second container port in Port Phillip Bay at 
Bay West by 2040. 

• The second container port should be designed for an ultimate capacity of 9 
million TEU. 

• The Bay West site is preferred over Hastings on the basis of cost to build and 
the cost to operate. 

Even were the State to reject this advice and select Hastings, the Advice points out 

that the required port capacity leads to the port to be sited north of Long Island Point 

jetty, making use of the 3000 ha SUZ1 land (compared to the 500 ha SUZ1 land north 

west of Crib Point). 

 A secondary consideration was that the Crib Point jetty is more exposed to the swells 

of Bass Strait than is Long Island Point (located further up the northern arm and 

protected by French Island). 

Bulk Liquid Import 
While the facilities to transfer ship bulk liquid cargos at Crib Point and to distribute to 

markets by existing pipelines from this site are attractive to importers of LNG and 

petroleum, there has, since the demise of the BP refinery in 1985, been no use of the 

SUZ1 land for storage or processing facilities. 

  

                                                
4 Infrastructure Victoria “Advice on Securing Victoria’s Ports Capacity”, May 2017 
5 TEU -  20 foot equivalent container unit 
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6. Assessment 

• The removal of the IN3 land and its rezoning to GRZ will have little impact on 

any future developments in the port related uses SUZ1 land 

• The likelihood that future developments in the SUZ1 land will be of such 

extent that they will require more than internal buffers to meet the required 

separation distance to residential areas seems remote. 
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7. Conclusion 

I agree with Council’s decision to rezone IN3 land on Creswell Street. The original 

rationale to use the IN3 land to provide a buffer from Port Related Uses operations 

has been overtaken by the subsequent developments in relation to the next container 

port being sited outside Westernport Bay. Further, there has been no instance of 

onshore storage facilities being proposed in the SUZ1 land at Crib Point in the 32 

years since the closure of the BP refinery. The current AGL proposal suggests that 

floating rather than fixed storage facilities are preferred in that they are flexible 

if/when market conditions change. This siting also has the advantage of obtaining a 

large over-water buffer in all directions and not requiring any buffer into SUZ1 land, 

thereby not constraining its future development.  
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Appendix A 

Recommended Separation Distances for Industrial Residual 

Air Emissions, Publication 1518 March 2013  
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Appendix B 
Technical Paper e4572 “ Integrating Separation Distances with 

Dispersion Modelling” 

Enviro 04  28 March – 1 April 2004, Darling Harbor, Sydney. 
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